
Bridging the researcher-developer divide  

Purpose of breakout:  
  
 How to ensure a win-win for both parties! 

 



Conclusions 

•  Researchers 
–  Teach distinction between coder and software 

developer 
•  Developers 

–  Don’t blind researchers with jargon 
–  Recognise the paramount importance of users 
–  Teach value of domain immersion 

•  Need to improve ability to find research software 
–  What has been done, can be reused, why it should be 

reused 
–  DOAP – Description Of A Project 

•  Improve info flow in both directions 
–  Modules, micro-courses, in-project training 



Further work 
 
•  Identify existing online educational 

resources or projects for developers 
•  Promote the necessity of software 

development to funding councils  
–  Is improving already 
– e.g. include software development plan, who 

you’ll consult for development advice, or 
justify why you’re redeveloping 

•  Form directory of research projects/
software for potential reuse 



•  Researchers 
– Write code for their own purposes 
– Coding is not the same as software 

development 
– Soft dev processes take away research time 

•  Developers 
– Talk jargon 
– Maybe don’t appreciate the value of domain 

immersion 
– Force their views/beliefs onto users 



•  Catch them young!  
– Educate and train 

•  Coding =/= software development 
– One small aspect – requirements, doc, 

usability, test, package, robust, scale 
•  Train them in a way that helps them 
•  But a lack of time in busy research 

schedule 
 



•  Degree to which researchers could become 
developers 
–  None – pure scientist 
–  Hands-on – some coding 
–  Software engineer 

•  Missing discipline of science + development! 
•  So long as people know the role they fit into  

–  “I’m a coder”, “I’m a software developer” 

•  RC’s don’t fund pure software development 



•  For software developers in research, 
domain knowledge is vital to express this 
in code 

•  Short-courses in specialised areas 
•  Open source 

– Mixed community, hopefully fill in the gaps 



•  Developers develop a well-engineered 
library 

•  Researchers use these 
•  But someone has to create and maintain 

these 

•  Developers shouldn’t force their beliefs 
onto users!  
– Don’t force Linux onto a PC user community 



•  Research outputs can become 
commodities 
– e.g. web services 

•  Scientists need to be aware of these 


